NAME OF THE INSTRUMENT: SELF RECORDING RAIN GAUGE

- **PURPOSE OF MEASUREMENT:**
  - Self-recording rain gauge (SRRG) is an automatic device used to record a continuous rainfall for 24 hrs on a daily chart, if rain occurs.
  - The characteristics of rainfall events viz. onset and cessation of rainfall, duration of rainfall, intensity of rainfall and the total amount of rainfall in mm can be obtained from the rainfall chart.

- **UNIT:**
  - Milimeter (mm)

- **LEAST COUNT:**
  - 0.5 mm

- **TIME OF OBSERVATIONS:**
  - Continuous observations on the chart every day at 08:30 hrs as and when there is rain.

- **DETAILS OF EQUIPMENT:**
  - It is a float type rain recorder in which the rain is led into a float chamber containing a light, hollow float.
  - The rain gauge is installed on a level ground and fixed on a masonry foundation of 60 x 60 x 60 cm³ sunk into ground.
  - Base of the gauge is cemented into the foundation so that the rim of the gauge is exactly 75 cm above the case of self-recording rain gauge.
  - If the height of the rim were more, the rainwater collected would decrease because of the change in wind speed near the ground.
  - Rainwater is entering the receiver through an 8-inch diameter funnel.
  - The receiver is consisting of float and siphon chamber.

- **MEASURING PROCEDURE:**
  - A pen is mounted on the stem of the float and as the level of water rises in the receiver, the float rises and the pen records on a chart placed on a rotating drum with clockwork arrangement, the amount of water in a receiver continuously.
  - The clock work drum revolves once in 24 hrs.
  - Siphoning starts automatically when the pen reaches the maximum point of the chart.
  - If the rain continues, the pen rises again from the zero line on the chart.
  - If there is no rain, the pen traces the horizontal line from where the rain stopped.